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AutoCAD is one of the first major CAD programs to offer onscreen vector graphic editing,
allowing drawing objects to be freely edited and modified using only a mouse or stylus. It also
introduced the use of programming tools, such as sub-blocks, or sub-tools. AutoCAD has since
evolved, adding features including network connectivity and mobile and web app versions. It is

available for Microsoft Windows, macOS, Android, iOS, and Windows Phone and is a part of the
Autodesk portfolio. AutoCAD is a registered trademark of Autodesk, Inc. AutoCAD is one of the
most commonly used CAD software packages among architects, engineers and designers. Since its
introduction, it has acquired additional functionality and changed its name several times, although
the core features of the original release remain unchanged. Features The features and functionality
of AutoCAD are generally presented in the AutoCAD product information. In the following table,

the features are arranged in categories, and some of the more commonly used features are listed for
each category. The list of features in AutoCAD is extensive, but you can select one or more items

in any order to see more features at once. If you click the "More" link for any category, you will see
more features in that category. Some features, such as those marked with a blank in parentheses,
are only available as a paid-for feature or with a license to an academic version. New Features
AutoCAD 2019 (formerly AutoCAD LT 2019) provides enhanced support for both 2D and 3D
work. New features include: Simplified and improved 2D drawing. The 2D tools are faster and

more efficient, and 2D dimensioning tools are easier to use. Simplified 3D work. Objects can be
picked and dropped, rotated, and scaled.3D dimensioning tools are more intuitive.3D polygon tools

can be used to remove geometry.3D box tools can be used to change plan view settings. 3D
selection. You can select complex geometry and 3D components, and use these selections to create
2D text and layers. Camera. The camera can be adjusted in real time and can be controlled with a
mouse or a stylus. Pen. The pen enables real-time drawing, and can be used to select, copy, and

paste objects or to create paths and to draw
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Other features Collaboration – AutoCAD Cracked 2022 Latest Version Exchange keeps track of
the changes and saves the drawings in the drawing database (Dbase) which is updated in real-time

and used by other applications. It also allows users to submit drawing information to shared projects
in one place or in a group with AutoCAD Exchange. Mesh tools – AutoCAD Exchange supports
additional mesh tools to make the editing of models in 3D quicker and easier. They can be used
with a number of plugins. Extensions - AutoCAD Exchange supports plugins to integrate other

computer programs or solutions such as those for math, financials, CAI, architectural information
system, scheduling, word processing, photography, video editing, 3D, and a data warehouse.

AutoCAD Exchange is available in the 32-bit version of AutoCAD 2006 for Windows and in the
64-bit version of AutoCAD 2007 for Windows. It is also available in the 64-bit version of

AutoCAD LT 2006. It is available in the 64-bit version of AutoCAD 2010 for Windows. AutoCAD
Exchange 2007 AutoCAD Exchange 2007 was released on 18 November 2006. This version of
AutoCAD Exchange is a 64-bit application that uses a 64-bit architecture. AutoCAD Exchange

2007 enables exchange of 2D and 3D drawings. The standard file format for AutoCAD Exchange
2007 is the existing BMP format. AutoCAD Exchange 2007 is available in the 32-bit version of

AutoCAD LT 2007 for Windows and in the 64-bit version of AutoCAD LT 2008 for Windows. It
is also available in the 64-bit version of AutoCAD 2010 for Windows. AutoCAD Exchange 2010

AutoCAD Exchange 2010 was released on 30 April 2010. This version of AutoCAD Exchange is a
64-bit application that uses a 64-bit architecture. AutoCAD Exchange 2010 is a major

improvement over its predecessor. It is available in the 64-bit version of AutoCAD LT 2010 for
Windows. AutoCAD Exchange 2010 is available in the 32-bit version of AutoCAD LT 2010 for
Windows. AutoCAD Exchange 2013 AutoCAD Exchange 2013 was released on 30 April 2013.

AutoCAD Exchange 2013 is a 64-bit application that uses a 64-bit architecture. AutoCAD
Exchange 2013 is a major improvement over its predecessor. It is available in the 64-bit version of
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import Vue from 'vue' import { name, type } from '../../helpers' import { assign, extend, isEmpty,
mergeObject, mergeKeys, mergeSorted, map, mergeArray, mergeAssign, mergeDeep,
mergeDeepDefaults, isObject, isNumber, isNil, isFunction, isString, isEmptyArray, isObjectEmpty
} from 'lodash' import { hasOwn, isObjectNode, fromJS } from './utils' import { mergeObjectNode
} from './vue' import { inited, isInstance } from './event' // alias'merge' Vue.merge = Vue.merge //
alias'mergeDeep' Vue.mergeDeep = Vue.mergeDeep // alias'mergeDeepDefaults'
Vue.mergeDeepDefaults = Vue.mergeDeepDefaults // alias'mergeDeepWith' Vue.mergeDeepWith
= Vue.mergeDeepWith // merge instance Vue.merge.instance = Vue.merge.instance //
mergeObjectNode Vue.merge.objectNode = Vue.merge.objectNode // alias'mergeWith'
Vue.merge.defaults = Vue.merge.defaults Vue.merge.prototype = Vue.merge.defaults //
mergeArray Vue.merge.array = Vue.merge.array // mergeAssign Vue.merge.assign =
Vue.merge.assign // mergeKeys Vue.merge.keys = Vue.merge.keys // mergeSorted
Vue.merge.sorted = Vue.merge.sorted // mergeObject Vue.merge.object = Vue.merge.object //
isObject Vue.merge.isObject = Vue.merge.isObject //

What's New in the AutoCAD?

Create and edit annotations with Dynamic User Tags. Create custom tags that can contain text, data,
or URLs, and can be dragged around to change placement. Edit the contents of the tag or create
new tags when required. (video: 1:38 min.) Create illustrations of your design. Manually or
automatically, insert illustration objects into a drawing for display or editing. Objects can be
changed from the illustration and updated back to the original drawing. (video: 2:04 min.) Create
and edit text objects. Easily create new text objects, change the style and size of text, apply fonts
and colors, and add captions. Editing is always in the context of your drawing, so you can easily
move the text to different locations or change the text style to match your artwork. (video: 1:31
min.) Add and insert AutoCAD tools, palettes, and key commands to customize your work and
speed up your workflow. You can add new commands or tools from a list of existing ones, from the
command line, from the command palette, or by dragging and dropping files or folders. (video:
1:26 min.) Set up command shortcuts and custom keyboard shortcuts for common actions. Each
command is assigned a shortcut and a custom keyboard shortcut that can be used to execute that
command. The fastest way to execute commands. (video: 1:21 min.) New 2D options: Edit 3D
objects as 2D objects. Change the scale of a 3D model to 2D. Quickly and easily generate 2D views
of the 3D model, or back it up to an image. (video: 1:31 min.) Keep your 2D and 3D projects
separate. Enable a 2D or 3D annotation to be linked to a 2D or 3D project. For example, you can
easily create a watermark on the side of a 2D drawing and the watermark will be linked to the 3D
object. (video: 2:01 min.) New Spatial tools: Analyze 3D geometry. Get a quick preview of where a
3D object fits in your drawing space, measure and analyze the height and volume of a 3D model, or
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measure and check the maximum value of a 3D line. (video: 1:33 min.) Create and edit 3D solids.
Create and edit 3D solids, or 3D volume shapes. You can draw and edit
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System Requirements:

Minimum: OS: Windows 7 or 8.1, 64-bit processor, 3 GHz or faster Windows 7 or 8.1, 64-bit
processor, 3 GHz or faster Memory: 4 GB RAM 4 GB RAM Graphics: Nvidia GTX 660 or AMD
Radeon HD 7900 Nvidia GTX 660 or AMD Radeon HD 7900 DirectX: Version 11 Version 11
CPU: Intel Core i3-3220, AMD Athlon X4 860K Intel Core i3-3220, AMD Athlon X4 860K Hard
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